A movement to encourage and increase the creation and use of open educational resources (OER) in U.S. higher education has been growing for about 20 years.¹ In Massachusetts, for example, 71 percent of public colleges are already using OER to some extent, although the total number of courses affected remains relatively small. The most common number of OER courses per school is between 11 and 20.² Studies continue to show that the high cost of textbooks is a burden for students, to the point that many states have adopted legislation to reduce textbook costs or promote OER.³ However, in a study that surveyed faculty from the Virginia Community College System, Dr. Braddlee and Amy VanScoy concluded that use of OER is still a “niche phenomenon, the province of innovators and early adopters.”⁴ Any change, no matter how potentially beneficial, takes both time and effort.

Multiple studies have shown that vetted OER support learning as effectively as traditional textbooks,⁵ although Phillip J. Grimaldi et al. have suggested that standard research methods are unlikely to correctly measure the learning benefits of OER.⁶ Assuming faculty are unlikely to choose OER of lower quality than traditional resources, arguments for adopting OER include affordability and equity, flexibility, and easy digital access.

**OER at STCC**
Springfield Technical Community College (STCC) in western Massachusetts enrolls approximately 5,000 students. The majority (54%) receive Pell Grants.⁷ STCC launched an OER initiative in 2014 because the library recognized a severe need for lower-cost textbooks. In 2017, the OER committee developed strategic goals and objectives for the initiative. One goal was to increase “the “number of students impacted from 536 per year to approximately 1,400 per year, and create a yearly savings of approximately $140,000” within three years.”⁸ In spring 2020, there were 52 zero textbook cost (ZTC) courses offered at STCC, impacting 2,332 students per year and saving them an estimated $332,254.88 per year.

To encourage the use of OER at STCC, the outreach and OER librarian has presented at faculty development days, tabled alongside publishers during textbook fairs, promoted ZTC courses to advisors, created promotional materials, and sent regular emails to the campus community. She also searched for funding opportunities, which paid off when STCC won a grant from the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NNLM) in April 2018 to fund a faculty OER fellowship program (this money was matched by funds from a Title III grant). Thanks to the fellowship program, 12 new OER courses were planned for fall 2020, increasing the total estimated annual savings by $127,209.15 and the number of students affected annually by 793.

**Student survey results**
In fall 2019, the STCC Library asked students to participate in a survey about how the cost of
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course materials impacts their lives. More than 1,000 students participated. Our objectives were to confirm the importance of textbook affordability, while also gathering information to further promote OER. The survey findings point to the following reasons for transitioning courses to be ZTC by adopting OER.

1. The cost of course materials is a significant burden for students. The survey found that in 2019-2020, STCC students would spend an average of $716-$1,352 on textbooks. This is significant relative to tuition and fees ($5,054 was the full-time, in-state cost for fall 2019). Students said they weigh the cost of textbooks against necessities like groceries and transportation, and some expressed anger or frustration at single textbooks costing hundreds of dollars. Using OER would eliminate this cost barrier, leading to a more equitable educational experience.10

2. Students decide not to buy course materials due to high costs, despite worries about academic success. A majority (58%) said they have decided against buying a required textbook at some point. Nearly all who declined to buy a book due to high cost (95%) were concerned this would hurt their grade. As Grimaldi and his coauthors and others write, a measure of the true value of OER is that they allow students who would not be able to access a textbook for financial reasons to do so.11 With OER, the cost to students is low or zero, although it is important to note that, as both Lindsey Gumb and Hong Lin note, a good Internet connection is a prerequisite for OER access.12

3. Most students have purchased required texts they later felt were unnecessary. Nearly two-thirds (62%) said they have spent money on a textbook they came to feel they did not need. Often this was because only a small portion of the book was assigned. OER, on the other hand, can be easily excerpted or otherwise tailored to an individual course syllabus.13

4. The cost of textbooks influences which and how many courses students take. About two-thirds (65%) said the cost of textbooks influences which and how many courses they take. One student stated, “I will switch my schedule around so I take one class with the expensive book and another with a less expensive book.” This is consistent with a study by the Florida Virtual Campus that found taking fewer courses or skipping certain courses is a way for students to mitigate the high cost of course materials.14 In contrast, Rebecca Griffiths and others found that “students who took multiple OER courses on average earned more college credits over time than otherwise similar students who took no OER courses.”15

5. Most students would prefer a course with free online materials. A majority (65%) said they would choose a course with free online materials over a course using traditional materials. Students prefer OER for multiple reasons, including flexibility and cost. One student in an OER course said, “Our professor lets us use a free online book that I am beyond grateful for.” Penny Beile and others also found that students in a history course “were grateful for day-one access to no-cost course materials.”16

Reaching higher, together

At this point, STCC’s OER initiative has gotten most of the “low-hanging fruit” in terms of converting courses to ZTC. Sustainability and long-term growth are now the priorities. Braddlee and VanScoy suggest that the easiest task is for librarians to help faculty find high-quality resources. They found that faculty have mixed views of other roles librarians might play, such as mentoring or developing policies, but they acknowledge this could change.17 At STCC, the outreach and OER librarian convenes the OER committee, assists faculty in finding and adapting OER, and participates in statewide initiatives. Identifying a role specifically with OER helps the library emphasize the importance of OER on campus.

Having a cohort or community of faculty colleagues can provide one ladder to success. Tiffini A. Travis, when looking at how best to initiate curricular changes, stated that the “team change agent model best fits in a higher education setting.”18 And in a study of 11 educators who adopted OER, Danielle Paradis found that “community played a large role in the decision of most of the participants to engage with open textbooks or other forms of OER.”19 The STCC faculty who will teach new OER courses this year participated in a yearlong training to become OER liaisons. Going forward, they will be available to help other faculty with OER projects. This mentorship model is key to the library’s strategy of increasing the use of OER.

Incentives are also important. The Centre for Educational Research and Innovation says that
institutions have to ask themselves what can be done to provide incentives for faculty to participate in an OER initiative.” This could include adding an OER requirement to the tenure process or counting the successful use of OER as proof of excellence in teaching. In terms of funding, the NNLM grant that STCC received has now ended, so we are unable to keep the stipend model that helped to grow our program. We are looking into other options, but have no direct leads as of yet.

As we continue to strategize ways to promote OER courses, an effort is underway to get OER indicators added to the course schedule, which will help students search for OER classes online. Another goal is to create an entire ZTC degree using current OER offerings, which would allow students to get a general studies degree without buying any textbooks.

Many factors affect individual and institutional decisions to adopt OER or to allocate resources in support of comprehensive change. We hope that future research will look into whether the experience of rapidly transitioning many in-person classes to be taught online during the current pandemic moves the needle more in favor of OER across the country.

OER during COVID-19

Certainly, OER are not the only option for supporting online or remote learning, but, as Lindsey Gumb points out, life during the pandemic has “shown more than ever why true OER have significant value in ensuring students have access to their learning materials, because they are free and have licenses that allow for reuse and retention without limitation.” Also, Willa Tavernier notes that many publishers are now allowing open access to scientific articles about COVID-19. This new reality is “a proof of concept for what is possible” and “it becomes possible to question whether [we] will find it acceptable for publishers to continue to put paywalls around research” in the future.

The experience of promoting OER at STCC during the COVID-19 crisis has been mixed so far. Most classes in the fall 2020 semester, including all arts and humanities classes, were held online. Only a few lab sections were on campus, with most employees working remotely until at least Thanksgiving. The realities of the pandemic emphasize the importance of low-cost materials for our students, since many of them are now out of work or have additional expenses with their children being home from school. On the other hand, faculty are also stressed. Some of them believe that adopting OER may create additional work in their conversion to remote learning.

In 2019 the STCC Library launched a repository at OERCommons.org to house syllabi and other materials created by STCC faculty. We are working on adding the newest courses to the site so faculty can use their colleagues’ work for inspiration. Unfortunately, budget cuts and staff layoffs due to the pandemic resulted in the school losing at least three OER courses. The cuts have also led to uncertainty among staff and faculty, which may undermine their motivation to try something new. The library’s activities are complemented by the Center for Online and Digital Learning, which has been conducting trainings and workshops for faculty moving courses online. In their sessions, they encourage investigating OER as part of the process.

Overall, we are trying our best to be sensitive to the concerns and stresses of the faculty while also considering the increased needs of the school’s struggling students. At STCC, as elsewhere, this is a very challenging time.

Summary and conclusion

Advantages of OER include affordability and equity, flexibility, and easy digital access. The OER initiative at STCC has made progress through collaboration, outreach, funding, and mentorship with a dedicated librarian in the role of facilitator. A recent survey of students confirmed an unmet need for more ZTC courses at STCC. A yearlong fellowship funded the development of several new ZTC courses and created a cohort of faculty OER liaisons who can assist others in the future.

Collegiality and community, ongoing outreach, a go-to point person, and multiple levels of institutional support are all important aspects of a sustainable OER initiative. Currently, the end of a grant-funded fellowship and the challenges posed by COVID-related budget cuts are curtailing the growth of OER adoption at our institution, although efforts continue to make lower-cost materials available for our students.
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